HOLIDAY
HOMEWORK
th
CLASS -8

SUB:- ENGLISH LITERATURE
1. Reading of all the chapters of Second term
2. Learn the meanings of new words of all second term chapters.

SUB:-ENGLISH LANGUAGE
1. Write composition of (250words) on the topics given below;




If I were ghost
You recently visited an old age home. Describe what you saw and experienced when you
were there the in notes.
If I were a teacher

2 Write two sentences of


Past tense: simple, continuous, perfect, perfect continuous.

SUB:-HISTORY


CHAPTER- THE Traders to rules

ATTEMPT QUESTION E (picture study) in history c.w.copy

SUB:-GEOGRAPHY


Map works on continents of Asia (Physical map of Asia)mentioned on pg.no:
61,65 and 68 (text book)
1. Major river (2 sets)
2. Mountains
(“)
3. Surrounding water bodies (2 sets)
4. Distribution of rainfall (“)
5. Climate’s region Two sets each.

SUB:-PHYSICS




Make a working model in physics out of the waste material lying at home. The cost of the
model should be less than 50rs.learn the principle behind its working, you can refer to
your textbooks or internet.
It has been submitted in the 1st week of July when school reopens.

SUB:-CHEMISTRY
Chemistry holiday homework to be done in chemistry notebook
1. Worksheet 3-page no 90
2. Draw and color the diagram of laboratory preparation of hydrogen and electrolysis of
water.
3. Write and learn atomic no; from20 to35 with atomic mass and symbol.

SUB:-BIOLOGY
1. Make a project(chart or model) on any one topic of ch-4: i) food chain
ii) Web

SUB:-MATHS


SOLVE: Ex 2(b), Ex 3(b)

SUB:-COMPUTER



Prepare a PowerPoint presentation on various social networking sites along with
merits and demerits of social networking sites.
Bring print outs and submit hard copy.

SUB:-PUNJABI
1.


4. Book reading of all the lessons.



SUB:-HINDI
1.
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